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Man the MisInterpretant
Will He Discover the Universal Secret of Sexuality Encoded Within Him?

Judy Kay King, USA
Abstract: Biosemiotics (all levels of biological sign processes) explores the biologic and evolutionary emergence of meaning,
intentionality and the psychic world. Grounded in the theory of C. S. Peirce and T. A. Sebeok, this paper expands on what
Jesper Hoffmeyer terms “Evolutionary Intentionality” or the power present in code-duality (the organism itself and DNA).
It is shown that dominant human activities (sexuality, religion, science, sports warfare, biopower, and so on) are cultural
biosemioses (biological message flows) explaining fundamental reality, viz., the copying of genes and coding of proteins
for two competing evolutionary adaptations for species survival: classical vertical gene transfer and quantum horizontal
gene transfer. The problem of interpretation arises because the intentional embodied mind of Man does not understand the
role of signs in the universal evolution of life due to the deceptions or secrets of biopower. Thus, the rise and expansion of
biopower (itself a biosemiosis of the universal secret of sexuality or evolutionary survival) is traced from Ancient Egypt to
the modern era allied to three themes: royal incest, the Christian phenomenon of sinful sex, and the production of modern
sexuality as examined by Foucault. The anthropological evidence frames a cultural theory of human behavior based on
biosemiotics, physics, evolutionary intentionality, and viral genetics.
Keywords: Biosemiotics, Viral Genetics, Evolutionary Intentionality, Horizontal Gene Transfer, Quantum State Reduction,
Sovereign and Modern Biopower, Religion and Science, Sexuality, Pleasure and Perversion, Ancient Egypt and Royal Incest,
Catholicism v. Gnosticism, Michel Foucault, Isis Thesis

T THE COSMIC singularity of spacetime
was a mass-generating mechanism about
14 billion years ago (bya) by which the
Universe expanded and our planet was
formed 4.5 bya. Bacteria, Archaea, and parasitic
viruses emerged about 4 bya to create the great chain
of being on earth. Viruses self-assembled like intricate crystals. Bacteria evolved the ability to generate
light. Archaea thrived in pressurized ocean water.
Photosynthetic bacteria oxygenated the atmosphere.
Operating as vehicles for viral sex, bacteria allowed
viral genes to spread widely. Microbes became
earth’s most abundant life-form. (Nee 2005)
Around one bya, Bacteria and Archaea and their
viruses fused into the Eukarya from which plants,
animals and humans developed. Today viruses constitute the greatest genetic diversity in the ocean, affecting global geochemical cycles (Suttle 2005).
DNA from bacteriophage (virus infecting bacteria)
is present in the human genome (Hamilton 2006), a
museum of ancient viruses (Gee 2001) with 223
proteins from bacteria (International 2001). One
biologist believes viruses invented DNA (Whitfield
2006), and another argues that cell nuclei descend
from viruses (Bell 2001). Considering lambdoid
bacteriophage origins, Hendrix et al. (2000) propose
a virus can be built from nothing, with one icosahedral capsid gene functioning by itself as an agent of
horizontal gene transfer.

A

Consider the very abundant bacteriophage Lambda
(phage for short) used by genetic engineers for
cloning purposes. In test tubes, engineers bond genes
(DNA) from plants, fungi or human cells into a specific site of the Lambda genome. Then this recombinant molecule attaches to its host E. coli bacterial cell,
injecting its DNA inside for transformation and
propagation. Within Nature, Lambda exhibits two
lifestyles: in lysogeny, the adsorbed DNA goes
dormant on the host cell chromosome as a prophage,
replicating inactively with the bacterial DNA in
successive cell generations; in lysis, the dormant
genome becomes active, rising from the dead to selfassemble clones via rolling circle replication, then
the clones lyse the cell and escape. Strictly speaking,
biologists consider the passing of DNA into a cell
from a virus as sex, for a new individual is reproduced (Margulis 1986). This type of sex is horizontal
gene transfer (HGT), the exchange of DNA between
two different species. In contrast, vertical gene
transfer (VGT) is when an organism receives DNA
from a species from which it evolved.
These two sexual adaptations dominate our biosphere. VGT has been so copious that from a population bottleneck 60,000 years ago, humans have
populated the planet, yet, as this paper will show,
HGT mediated by the self-replicating Lambda genome not only grounds human activities such as science, but also myth, religion, and sexuality. Nature
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and our behavior constantly reveal this survival secret
of sexuality, but Man remains the MisInterpretant
because his intentional embodied mind does not understand the role of signs in the universal evolution
of life due to the deceptions of biopower, which insures the population expresses the correct message—VGT
In light of human genome research, this paper interprets data considering Man’s genetic heritage and
his place on earth in a universe that many scientists
believe has a holographic mode of operation. This
holographic paradigm, a synthesis of physicist David
Bohm’s views and neuroscientist Karl Pribram’s
experimental brain research, defines the material
world as a hologram and reality as a distributed, enfolded holographic order of waves and undivided
wholeness. Bohm and Hiley explain, “the whole
universe is in some way enfolded in everything and
that each thing is enfolded in the whole” (1993, 382).
Brains are holograms, each containing the whole
image, while selecting and transforming waveform
frequencies into sensory perceptions. Man is a receiver and his behavior is a sign to be interpreted, a text
to be read containing the whole writing, that is, the
whole knowledge. A transdisciplinary semiotic approach without a moral dimension is primary to fully
understand human behavior.

In the Beginning was the Bacteriophage
Recently, a study of Ancient Egyptian texts revealed
a unified matrix of 870 signs1 woven with convergent
themes such as cosmogenesis, creation of matter and
energy, and HGT (King 2004). The Pharaohs understood modern knowledge on cosmology, physics,
and microbiology. Describing modern cosmogenesis
from a mass-generating mechanism and subsequent
creation of earthly human life from molecular selfassembly of the virus Lambda, pharaonic power understood that DNA fragments could insert into phage
Lambda for HGT, but not in the test tube. Their
secret knowledge was an option for human afterlife
transformation. This may be possible, for in a critical
review of HGT, Sorensen et al. (2005) report there
is “significant gene shuffling by horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) among members of the domains
Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya—including plants,
fungi and human cells.”
1

If the Egyptian sign system is decoded accurately,
and the secret of sexuality is HGT mediated by phage
Lambda for human evolvability (evolution of an
evolved species), then modern scientific cloning
activity is a sign or biosemiosis (biological message
flow) of that ancient holographic knowledge. This
suggests that dominant human activities are cultural
biosemioses explaining fundamental reality, viz., the
copying of genes and coding of proteins for two
competing evolutionary adaptations for species survival: quantum HGT and classical VGT. Patterns of
human thought and behavior are influenced by multiple genes (viral, bacterial, human), environmental
factors (biopower) and chance. To address these issues, this paper briefly explains biosemiotics, the
problems of Interpretation and Revelation, and then
explores conscious and nonconscious human behaviors within the framework of expanding biopower
from Ancient Egypt to the modern era, allied to three
themes: royal incest, the early Christian phenomenon
of sinful sex, and the production of modern sexuality
as examined by Foucault.

A Semiotics of Nature
Semiotics as established by Charles S. Peirce (18391914) is the study of signs, meaning and sign systems. Peirce reasoned holographically that the purpose of signs and sign-systems is to express fact and
determine “an interpretant which would be the perfect Truth, the absolute Truth, and as such (at least,
we may use this language) would be the very Universe” (1904, 304). Further, if a tiny creature shows
purpose, “there is mind there” (CP 1902, Vol. 1) and
“consciousness is a special, and not a universal, accompaniment of mind” (1902, Vol. 7).
Biosemiotics addresses all levels of biological
sign-processes, and as T. A. Sebeok (1920-2001)
states, “Culture, so-called, is implanted in nature;
the environment, or Umwelt, is a model generated
by the organism. Semiosis links them.” (2001, vii)
In Jesper Hoffmeyer and Claus Emmeche’s extension
of biosemiotics, the behavior of natural systems is
based on code-duality or the continuous message
flow between digital (DNA) and analog codes (organisms), assuring semiotic survival through sexual
reproduction (1987, 1991). Linked to this process is
the view that mental states have content or intention-

Eight major texts spanning 2000 years were reviewed. The holistic approach to sign interpretation included analyses of hieroglyphs,
ritual, architecture, the etymology of words, textual descriptions with related artwork in noted English translations, and artwork and
hieroglyphs in pyramids and coffins. Reviews of the least corrupted Old Kingdom Pyramid Texts (c. 2520 to 2360 bce) produced 108
mythic idea strands that were also present in the Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts (c. 1987 to 1640 bce), showing conceptual unity over 900
years. These 108 idea strands were then fused into 30 key themes and tested again for unity and coherence in six additional Middle and
New Kingdom texts (Amduat, Book of Gates, Book of Two Ways , Edifice of Taharqa, Book of the Dead and Theban Recension) that expanded and supported the themes. Within this consistent model, the value or meaning of each sign emerged, not by choice, but rather from
an analysis of each sign’s interaction within a matrix of 870 interlinked thematic signs. A science equivalent to modern science surfaced,
with some exceptions. One exception is that Egyptian texts claim HGT can occur for humans after death. HGT, a common biospheric event
and cloning application in genetic engineering, is the transfer of DNA from one species to another. In bacteria, it is mediated by transformation, bacteriophage transduction, or conjugation.
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ality, which is not an exclusive human property, for
animals possess a type of intentionality. Hoffmeyer
explains that embodied existence is the key to understanding the mental, along with a biosemiotic perspective of evolution. He describes “Evolutionary
intentionality” as the “anticipatory power implicitly
present in all systems based on code-duality,” viz.,
gene expression patterns result in lineage behavior
representing its natural history (1996). The ecological
niche or Umwelt is the sign determining the lineage’s
actual pattern of life and reproduction. (1996;
Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991)

The Problems of Interpretation and
Revelation
First, to restore wholeness to knowledge acquisition,
introducing biological and quantum physical research
into the Humanities is necessary, but may be interpreted as ‘fantasy.’ A demand exists for a transdisciplinary approach encompassing modern scientific
theory and experimental validation. For example,
the human behavior examined in this paper is best
explained by two strategies: biosemiotics and
quantum physics. Physicists Bohm and Hiley claim
physical processes are mental processes: “This means
that that which we experience as mind, in its movement through various levels of subtlety, will, in a
natural way ultimately move the body by reaching
the level of the quantum potential and of the ‘dance’
of the particles.” (1993, 386)
Second, biopower is the “explosion of numerous
and diverse techniques for achieving the subjugations
of bodies and control of populations” (Foucault 1978,
140). Historically, Man’s beliefs have been fixated
by sociopolitical systems employing secrecy, punishment, etc. (Peirce 1877, 117). If Man does not recognize an Object, the sign cannot denote it, or if the
Object of experience excites an idea not associated
sufficiently with some previous experience, it will
not be a sign (Peirce 56 - 1911 Manuscript 849). In
addition, matter phenomena result from “habits upon
mind” (1893, 348). Due to the techniques of biopower, the related misinterpretive act of the human
interpreter, and Nature’s “tendency to take habits”
(349), Man is a MisInterpretant, plunging into death
without knowledge of continuity. Yet, if the secret
of sexuality is HGT mediated by phage Lambda for
human evolvability, then not all humans have been
MisInterpretants, for pharaonic biopower supports
2

HGT is accessible at death. Egyptian texts define the
Dead King as living interconnected deities functioning in a dwarf world with reproductive intentionality.
Decoded, the signs translate to viral proteins and
molecules functioning in the nonlocal quantum world
with the intentionality of lytic viral replication. (King
2004)
Is it possible or not, that in the random process of
life, human creativity results in biological behavior
related to Lambda genetics? If it is possible, then, in
line with the theory of evolution and human genome
research on HGT, viral proteins and genes created
matter on earth and may also allow a conditional
human transformation to energy or mind in the Universe.
In vivo, phage Lambda, as an information processing entity, reacts to environmental differences,
attaches to its E. coli host cell receptor site, and injects its recombinant DNA inside, showing the virus
exhibits purpose. In Egyptian HGT the recombinant
DNA molecule (viral/human) undergoes lytic transformation via Lambda proteins binding and folding
to become Mind in the Early Universe.2 This implies
that at human death when consciousness ceases, genetic barriers no longer exist that would prevent HGT
and transformation, and the quantum niche then determines the pattern of reproduction for continuity
of mind in the Universe, but—why Lambda? Egyptian texts show the human system recognizes Lambda
as itself, suggesting code duality arose from it. The
phage, which is also present in human intestinal tracts
within the E. coli bacterium,3 must be a deep structure in our gene pool due to microbial origins, and
this is the necessary prerequisite for ‘evolutionary
communication’ in living systems, according to
Hoffmeyer and Emmeche (1991).

Is a Quantum State Reduction (QSR)
possible?
First, human intentionality is linked to code-duality:
DNA (memory) and the organism (behavior) (1991).
If human intentionality is a special case of its more
general evolutionary intentionality (memory and
behavior of all systems) (Hoffmeyer 1996), and
phage Lambda is one of those living systems—for
it uptakes organic DNA and re-creates itself in a
bacterial cell—then humans can access viral intentionality (memory and behavior).

In The Book of Two Ways, Alexandre Piankoff translates the occupants of the transformed bark as Isis, Seth, Horus, Hu, Sia, Re (Spell
1128). Hu is generally translated as heavenly Authority and Sia as heavenly Intelligence. In The Book of Gates from the tomb of Ramesses
VI, Piankoff lists the bark’s transformed members as the Dead King, Mind, Will, Magic, Thoth, Geb, Isis, Nephthys and the Doorkeepers.
3
The number of individual E. coli bacteria in the feces that one human passes in one day averages 1011 to 1013 See http://www.biocrawler.com/encyclopedia/E._coli Also, the elephant shark, a jawed vertebrate diverging from the common ancestor of human and teleost fish
lineages about 530 million years ago, exhibits conserved noncoding elements (CNEs) vertebrate-specific to those in the human genome.
The genes associated with these CNEs are rich in protein domains such as helix-turn-helix motif and lambda-like repressor (Venkatesh et
al. 2006), suggesting that a lambdoid virus may be a deep structure in our gene pool.
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Second, if humans can access viral intentionality,
as indicated by their behavior, then our Umwelt is
tuned to both the classical and quantum worlds.
Egyptian texts, String Theory T-Duality,4 physicists
Penrose and Hameroff (1998), Edwina Taborsky
(2001), and Pribram (1991) and Bohm’s holography
research support human potential for QSRs, activated
naturally, as this paper will show, by practice, death
ideation, meditation, fasting, physical stimulation.
Third, what is mind in the Universe? Bohm and
Hiley hypothesize on the nature of mind at the level
of particle physics: “a rudimentary mind-like quality”
exists, which becomes stronger at subtler levels.
Human societal and planetary participation “goes on
to a greater collective mind, and perhaps ultimately
to some yet more comprehensive mind in principle
capable of going indefinitely beyond even the human
species as a whole.” (1993, 386)
The initial sign cueing humans to QSRs and HGT
is the psychical experience of merging with the loving Light, a mental act sometimes accompanied by
bizarre nonconscious behavior that has been secreted,
syncretized, scripturalized, demonized, hystericized,
and medicalized by biopower from Ancient Egypt
to the modern era. So Man must learn to recognize
himself, for “every thought is an external sign” and
“consciousness, being a mere sensation, is only a
part of the material quality of the man-sign” (Peirce
1868, 54).

The Rise of Ancient Egyptian Biopower
In Egyptian texts, the pattern of viral reproduction
(HGT and lytic transformation) results in a universal
energy state, the Interpretant that would be “the very
Universe.” This knowledge, secreted in tombs and
coffins, saved pharaonic biopower from second death
or return to the upside down earth-world as matter,5
and established authority over the unenlightened
populace. Biopower then promoted life to empower
future dynasties. Thus death was a passage to a
higher energy state, an idea that would erase
pharaonic biopower on earth if the population became equally enlightened.
Secret hieroglyphic knowledge was not translated
until 1822, when Champollion decoded the hieroglyphic alphabet. English translations (Faulkner
1969; 1973-78) of the core Egyptian myth from the
least-corrupted Pyramid and Coffin Texts include
seven themes: 1) Merging with the Sun-god or Light,
2) Brother rivalry of Seth/Horus, 3) Osiris dead, 4)
virgin birth by Milk-Goddess Isis, 5) Cross, 6) Osiris
risen, 7) Great Flood/millions (see Table 1 in Appendix for biological values6). This semiotics of
Nature asserts that due to a viral protein competition,
the Lambda genome is a world-heart that can create
mind as matter on earth or transform mind to energy
in the Universe via HGT at human death. (King
2004; 2005; 2006)

Figure 1: The Opisthotonos of Osiris in “The Creation” (Budge 1904): sign for viral DNA-arc or rolling circle
replication.
Egyptian secret ritual, centered on Osirian creation
science and knowledge of continuity, sustained the
Pharaoh’s enormous biopower. Evidence is Professor
George Reisner’s reconstruction of the First Dynasty
grave of King Narmer, unearthed near Abydos in
Upper Egypt, where 318 of the King’s court consciously suffocated themselves with the mummified
4

King (Campbell 1962, 58-83). Genetic knowledge
encouraged the Pharaoh’s court to die gallantly, but
the science was secreted from the plebs.7
Also reserved was the practice of royal incest.
Scholars debate issues of matrilineal descent and
brother-sister marriage in Ancient Egypt, yet there
is much evidence for pharaonic incest in Ptolemaic

What T-Duality mathematics suggests is that at Planck-length scales, the Universe looks just the same as it does at large scales. Physicist
Michael Duff explains that if our Universe were to shrink less than the Planck length, we would realize a dual Universe as the original
large-scale universe collapsed. (Duff 2003)
5
Related to the perspective of the Dead King in the afterlife, the second death is decoded as the return to matter on earth, a reincarnation
or transmigration theme, where earth is holographically referred to as being upside down in Egyptian texts.
6
The value or meaning assigned to these themes was not determined by choice, but rather by their holistic definition within a matrix of
870 interlinked signs supporting a science mirrored by modern quantum physics and microbial genetics
7
According to Dr. Ogden Goelet’s commentary in The Egyptian Book of the Dead, Egyptologists agree that afterlife knowledge was classified. Temple complexes were divided into public and restricted areas, and only the upper level priesthood had access. Even The Book of
the Dead in the New Kingdom (c. 1540-1075 BCE) was limited to a small segment of society. (1994, 153)
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Egypt. Recent research even shows that commoner
marriage between siblings was frequent for three
centuries during the Roman period (Hopkins 1981;
Goody 1990; Shaw 1992; Parker 1996). In fact, a
demographic analysis of the census returns surviving
from Roman Egypt reports that in 167 households,
about 60% were complex (Bagnall and Frier 1994)
Freudian nightmares.8
One explanation for royal incest is mythic identification with the brother-sister marriages of Osiris
and Isis, Seth and Nephthys. Yet, the act can also be
interpreted as a sign of HGT, aka bacterial conjugation, the direct cell-to-cell transfer of DNA. As
Margulis put it, prokaryotes are functionally immortal because they trade genes horizontally to neighbors
in the same generation (1986). The incest of siblings,
who trade genes horizontally in the same generation,
mirrors bacterial conjugation. Royal incest then
functions as a biosemiosis of HGT, while the taboo
of incest operates as a biosemiosis of VGT.
Also, the Egyptian texts clearly define viral processes and exact activities relating to HGT. Even
Egyptian artwork of beings with spheres for heads
or deities wearing ceremonial tails copy Lambda
morphology, for it is a tailed virus with an icosahedral head of triangles enclosed in a sphere.
To summarize, pharaonic behavior (ritual, sexuality, language, art) is a biosemiosis mirroring Lambda
dynamics of HGT and transformation. In syncretistic
fashion, elements of this secret knowledge migrated
through Time (Sumer, India, Greece) to stall at the
zero point of History with the virgin birth of the dying/rising Christ on the Cross, crucified signs concealing biological messages. (King 2005)

Christian Phenomenon of Sinful Sex
In 1945 at Nag Hammadi, the discovery of thirteen
buried codices containing some fifty Gnostic texts
allowed Egyptian knowledge to re-surface, along
with a clearer understanding of the ideological battle
between the Catholic Church and Gnostics, which
centered on Egyptian creation knowledge of HGT.
Gnosticism, a religious movement in the first centuries of the common era, supported self-knowledge,

8

and its followers were called “people of the light”
(Barnstone and Meyer 2003).
The texts (2003) define what the early Catholic
Church considered heretical. Both Gnostic (Gr.
gnosis: knowledge) and Catholic scriptures center
on Christ’s life, but each revelation of the seventhemed Osirian chemistry had important variations.
As in Egypt, the light played a central role, for the
Gnostics found self-knowledge in their common experience of the Pleroma, the fullness of pure light
with the “perfect exalted human” within, who is
“self-conceived” and the race of perfect humankind
(2003). (Table 2)
To the Gnostics, evil was the female principle of
earth, sexual genesis and trapping light in the body,
whereas evil to the Church was lust, self-love and
preventing life.9 The Gnostics believed Christ was
a sign, whereas the Church believed Christ was a
real suffering human. This literalism, where signs
are interpreted as real people or events, is an early
Christian trademark (Harpur 2004; Sullivan 2002),
yet the Gnostics advise against taking the sign literally. The Gospel of Philip states, “The names of
earthly things are illusory. We stray from the real to
the unreal” (Barnstone and Meyer 2003). Still, abstract biological concepts soon gained a Catholic
material existence at the expense of the Pleroma’s
“knowledge about the depth of the universe” (2003).
During these early centuries, accounts of Christian
martyrs explain their willing deaths, what one
scholar argues is a deathly imitation of Christ,
bringing people into conflict with ruling authorities
(Powell 2004). A willing martyr is testimony to a
belief in continuity, and the act negated Roman biopower. With the Catholic Church’s victory of
Constantine’s conversion in 306, Gnostic texts were
buried, but the heritage of Egyptian biosemiotics remained literalized in Catholic doctrines of virgin
birth, incarnation, the cross, resurrection—all signs
masking a genetic option for continuity. Song 26 of
Solomon recovered in 1945 states: “The interpreter
perishes, the interpreted stops” (Barnstone and
Meyer 2003). Semiotic survival would thrive through
sexual reproduction creating a population for the
machinery of biopower to manipulate.10 Thus, both
Gnosticism and literal Catholicism, operating within

In one case (161 CE), three brothers and two sisters rent a house from two wards of one of the brothers; all five siblings are or were
married, two of them to each other (now divorced), and two of the brothers to two sisters. All have children, a divorced or widowed sister
lives in the house with her child. The ex-wife of one of the brothers also lives there, with a child. In some households there were 27 people.
(Bagnall and Frier 1994)
9
In Confessions, the Catholic St. Augustine (354-430 CE), who had been a fervent Manichaean or Gnostic in his youth, speaks of his experience with “hell’s black river of lust,” knowing that sinful sex is tied up with matter, reproduction and lust. In The City of God, St. Augustine
(354-430 CE), clearly describes two types of love, which he calls cupidity and charity: “Accordingly, two cities have been formed by two
loves: the earthly by the love of self, even to the contempt of God; the heavenly by the love of God, even to the contempt of self.” (Book
XIV, 477)
10
As an example of Catholic sexual guidance, the theologian Sanchez (1550-1610), who taught that anal intercourse is not considered a
mortal sin if the semen is deposited in the vagina, endorsed the pro-life position of the medieval Church. In the modern era, an Italian study
of consanguinity and inbreeding records between 1911-1964, shows the Church’s interest in avoiding extreme inbreeding (a biosemiosis
of HGT) that may jeopardize fertility (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 2004).

5
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a framework of scriptural secrecy and syncretism of
beliefs, are cultural biosemioses of HGT.

Figure 2: Lambda enters and exits the host chromosome via the Holliday Junction DNA-cross (from E. coli).
Public Domain Protein Data Bank ID: 1HJP: Nishino et al. 1998

Production of Modern Sexuality
In his History of Sexuality (1978, 104-105) Foucault
targeted four ‘mechanisms of knowledge and power’
on sex: hysterical women, masturbating children,
Malthusian couples and perverse adults. The following evidence centers on hysterical women and men,
masturbating children and the perverse adult, showing that their behaviors are biosemioses of HGT and
transformation.

Exorcism
Although targeted by biopower as sexual hysteria,
it has been argued that demonic possession in nuns
in European convents requiring exorcism during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was not a sign
of ‘hysterical’ abnormal behavior, but a form of female monastic spirituality in times of reform when
the spiritual regimen centered on fasting, mortification, meditation and mystical union with Christ
(Sluhovsky 2002). In these cases, the vision of Christ
the Light preceded smashing of crosses,11 contortions, convulsions.
As an example, in the French Loudon convent,
fasting nuns mimicked sexual intercourse, nonconciously contorting into an opisthotonos (Huxley
1986; Baker 1975). In this Osirian posture (Figure
1), a sign pointing to the DNA-arc of viral rolling
circle replication, the nonconscious body, with
rhythmic pelvic thrusting, arches backwards until
supported only by the head and heels. Fasting, mortification, and so on, reify as opisthotonos (DNAarc) and cross-smashing, a sign for viral excision via
a DNA-cross (Figure 2). Alarmed at Satan’s power,
the Church performed mass exorcisms, finally restricting spirituality (Sluhovsky 2002).12
Prolonged fasting, visions, episodes of superhuman strength, extreme changes in body temperature,
trembling, rigidity, and eating non-food such as
spiders, flies and her urine-soaked panties materialized in Anneliese Michel, whose exorcism ignited
11

the film The Exorcist. Starvation was listed on her
autopsy as the cause of death. (Goodwin et al. 1990)
Self-starvation or prolonged fasting is also associated
with visions and stigmata, including dissociation,
reduced serotonergic functioning, altered states, and
self-mutilation, prompted by the symbolism of
Christ’s crucifixion, according to Fessler (2002),
who states the experience of stigmatists is culturallyconstituted to Christ’s symbolism as meaningful behavior rather than pathology. Visions induced by
fasting are followed by stigmata on the hands and
feet, which imitate the wounds and four attachment
sites of the dying/rising Christ on the cross. Related
to this, the extensively-studied integration of phage
Lambda for stable lysogeny on the host chromosome
occurs through the DNA-cross (Figure 2). The reciprocal crossover reaction involves four distinct attachment sites similar to stigmata. When active for
transformation, Lambda also excises from the host
chromosome through the DNA-cross.
In summary, fasting, starvation, death ideation,
and signs such as Christ on the cross, can catalyze
‘hysterical’ or ‘possessed’ behavior and associated
psychiatric disorders relating to or mimicking
Planck-scale viral DNA dynamics. Yet stigmatists
with similar behavior are exculpated and sanctified
by Catholic biopower. Catholic monitoring (recordkeeping, confession) conditions sexual behavior, increasing the congregation via VGT, while exorcism
battles ‘Satanic’ behavior and sexual hysteria, deathly
signs of HGT and transformation. This is effective
because habit-forming experience controls sexual
behavior (Beach 1958).

Charcot’s Hysterical Shows
The neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893),
observing opisthotonos or the arc de cercle posture
in male and female ‘hysterics’ at the Salpetriere
asylum, stated: “This sometimes involves a true
opisthotonos, in which the loins are separated from
the plane of the bed by a distance of more than fifty

Smashing of the cross suggests the excision of the prophage through the Holliday junction intermediate, which frees the lysogenic genome.
Antonin Artaud, who visited the aboriginal Tarahumara tribe of Northern Mexico in 1936, noted their peyote rite included smashing the
cross. See The Peyote Dance (1976) or “To Have Done with the Judgment of God” (1947).
12
In light of new physics, other ‘possessed’ signs such as levitation, telekinesis and telepathy suggest quantum gravity and time dilation
effects, while multiple personalities suggest the effects of Planckian nonlocality or that psychical processes can connect to the quantum
state of multiplicity, where the point particle is spread out over the entire region.
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centimeters, with the body resting on the head and
heels” (quote from Micale 1990).
In this nonconscious QSR enfolding the entire
body and initiated by the aura or light, nuns and
Charcot’s hysterics mimicked the deathly Osirian
opisthotonos, a sign for the viral DNA arc. Micale
reports Charcot found fist fights, family death,
viewing a cadaver, etc., incited hysteria in males,
while females were influenced by marital turmoil,
unrequited love, religious ecstasy, superstitious fear,
and family death. In 48 percent of his male patients,
Charcot identified the “hysterorganic zone,” areas
of the body (top of the head in males), where rubbing
or pressure produces the aura followed by a fourstage hysterical attack: 1) epileptoid spasms, 2) grand
postures such as arc de cercle, 3) hallucinatory past,
4) delirious withdrawal. (1990) This progression is
similar to the twentieth century Near-Death Experience (NDE): brilliant light, past-life review, dissociation. Similarly, Delbert H. Hodder, M.D. (1981),
commenting on Ellen White, founder of the Seventhday Adventist church, argued that her visions of light
and god were consistent with partial-complex epileptic seizures that were interpreted as supernatural
by the new church. Typically in these episodes of
light, there is a re-creation of past events similar to
a NDE and a loss of consciousness.13 The aura suggests the halo effect in new physics, a threshold
phenomenon of quantum tunneling through a classically forbidden energy state. See Table 3ab for a
summary of studies suggesting deathly Planck-scale
phenomenology related to QSRs.
Generally, bizarre behavior demands psychiatric
intervention because it relates to mental illness, and
it requires medicalization because of its relationship
to disease and death. Three separate forces—the
Church through the confessional, psychiatry through
the client/therapist relationship, and medicine
through patient confidentiality—quest to understand
this behavior while keeping it secret like the
pharaonic priesthood 4500 years earlier. Is it because
the knowledge implies an immortal cosmic function
for Man that cannot be shared with the general
populace, for it neutralizes the principles of the
Church, psychiatry and medicine? Respectively,
those principles are the Church’s edicts on morality
and sexuality to assure the faithful a positive judgment by Christ at death, psychiatry’s diagnoses on
13

sanity to assure normative behavioral and psychological patterns favoring each individual’s habit formation within a passive society, and medicine’s prognoses on disease and health to cast off death and
extend human life-spans—all standards that maintain
the wealth of biopower, while bleeding an ignorant,
fearful, expanding population, the source of revenue.
Not that it is biopower’s conscious aim, for this
parasitic bleeding of the population is a biosemiosis
of the parasitic Lambda living silently on the host
cell chromosome; it is a sign of lysogeny or the imperative of cI protein in spacetime—VGT. Thus,
Man as the guiding MisInterpretant (Catholicism,
psychiatry, medicine) prospers within a confused
maze of interrelated dogma, diagnoses and prognoses
battling respectively Satan, mental illness, disease
and death, all shadowy specters of continuity of mind
in the Universe through evolvability.

Masturbating Children and Perversion
In Egyptian texts, masturbation is a biosemiosis associated with the self-creation of the self-replicating
Lambda DNA molecule.14 Generally, childhood
masturbation represents a related act of self-creation
from within, a nonconscious association with pleasure and death. Intuitively, modern doctors became
obsessed with childhood masturbation, as can still
be seen by a reported masturbation in utero (Meizner
1987). Further, Nechay et al. (2004) suggest expanding the profile of pediatric patients diagnosed with
gratification disorder (GD) or infantile masturbation.
(Table 3b) In Orwellian fashion, the doctors stress
home video observation because GD is commonly
misdiagnosed as epilepsy.
Nonepileptic seizures mimic epilepsy, as can be
seen by another study showing the majority of the
children referred to a secondary clinic with “fits,
faints and funny turns” did not have epilepsy, with
syncope (fainting due to oxygen drop) accounting
for 42% of all diagnoses (Hindley et al. 2006). The
authors report syncope was triggered in 77 of 100
children (medium age was 9), with 35 in set situations such as getting out of bed or having hair care
[suggestive of stimulation to Charcot’s hysterorganic
zone on the head]. Eighty-seven children followed
auras with loss of consciousness, with 45 of these
having at least one anoxic seizure (tonic posturing

The Egyptian Sun-god, Gnostic Pleroma, mystic union with Christ the Light, NDE, and neurological aura represent the same sign cueing
a psychic QSR with associated behavior. A similar sequence exists for the Osirian opisthotonos, a sign for viral rolling circle replication,
described by Gnosticism as the “lord’s thought on a wheel” and performed physically in The Round Dance of the Cross, whereas nuns and
hysterics exhibited actual physical opisthotonos. Also, in Egyptian biosemiotics, a time-reversed de-evolution to the Early Universe is detailed
(King 2004), a type of cosmological past-life review also experienced by the poet William Blake, the paleontologist Pierre de Chardin, and
the ‘madman’ Antonin Artaud (King 2005). These signs point to HGT and viral intentionality. Thus, Peirce explains that “all mind is directly
or indirectly connected with all matter” (1893, 349).
14
PT 527 states that the creator god Atum self-generates his twin children Shu and Tefenet through the autogenous act of masturbation.
The sign of Atum’s throne decodes to a foundation of forms, viz., the self-replicating viral DNA molecule. Further, in CT 1001, referring
to the primordial state just before Atum self-generated the creation, the Deceased claims, “I have come into the Island of Fire, and I am
content with the manifestations of the ithyphallic ones.”
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and/or clonic or myoclonic jerking). The study included daydreaming children and those with night
terrors.
In a report D. F. Janssen (2002) explores prepubertal orgasticity in children, noting that neurologists
are confused between early orgasm and epilepsy,
classifying these events under numerous names
(Table 3b). Childhood masturbation and prepubertal
orgasticity masquerade as epilepsy and are associated
with the phenomena of auras, opisthotonos, childhood rubbing, and syncope that are linked to future
neuroses and personality disorders. “Remembering
that all matter is really mind, remembering, too, the
continuity of mind” (Peirce 1893), the body becomes
the sign expressing mind in the Universe.
Finally, many perversions are natural biosemioses
of viral transformation, as are certain diseases (Table
4). Foucault said “modern society is perverse” because of its “manifold sexualities” (1978, 47), while
the growth of perversions is “the encroachment of a
type of power on bodies and their pleasures” that is
not repression, but a deployment of sexualities
within multiple power networks (48).
In summary, related to the production of modern
sexuality, the available evidence shows that studies
are incomplete at best and wrong at worst if they fail
to address effects that are biosemioses related to
QSRs cueing Man to continuity through evolvability.

A Biosemiotic Passion: Sports Warfare
In the subterranean Edifice of Pharaoh Taharqa is a
representation of Taharqa (690-664 BCE), wearing
a ceremonial tail, the first baseball pitcher throwing
balls. Symbolic of clearing away the enemies, the
balls are born to protect Osiris forever after resurrection (Parker et al. 1979, 62-63) and are signs supporting HGT, Lambda prophage excision and cro protein
molecule production for lytic transformation.
Also, in the Quiche Mayan Popol Vuh, the Hero
Twins descend into the underworld to play a combination soccer-basketball with the gods. One twin is
decapitated, but saved by resurrection from the dead
and ascension to the stars. As in Egypt, the oldest
Twin is reborn as the Morning Star, while the other
becomes associated with the full moon.15 This myth
and game mirrors the Seth/Horus rivalry, that is,
Lambda cI protein for lysogeny versus cro protein
for lysis. The proteins battle over control of two
promoters (series of operator sequences), determining
lysogeny or lysis. Cro and cI are produced from opposing transcripts that both originate from the rightward operator region (Haifeng et al. 2005). The different protein levels vary as measured by the number
of protein molecules in each concentration, while
15

Lambda switches through 40 possible gene states
(Booth et al. 2005). Like a basketball game, cro and
cI battle to produce protein molecules (balls) within
a binding process guided by funneled energy landscapes (basins of attraction or baskets). Lambda cI
forms via the induced-fit mechanism, whereas cro
uses the fly-casting mechanism (Levy et al. 2005),
which might be compared to a slam-dunk versus a
jump-shot. Proteins exist in the cell as parts of multicomponent assemblies, a higher-order network of
interacting protein complexes (Levy et al. 2004),
what one might call a team. Molecules have form,
function and fluctuation in the same way that players
have a formation, a task, and ability to change
formations and tasks. Like balls into baskets, protein
molecules are produced in random bursts as protein
copy number increases (Cai et al. 2006). In fact, the
entire game or random burst activity is determined
by the number of balls replicated in baskets just like
the cI v. cro protein molecule competition for operator sequences determining lysogeny or lysis—a
viral DNA-binding battle from which sports warfare
arose.

Conclusion
Peirce’s evolutionary cosmology includes three
doctrines: tychism (spontaneity exists in the Universe), agapism (love is a vital evolutionary force),
and synechism (continuity is essential). He defines
synechism as philosophical thought insisting on
continuity and “the necessity of hypotheses involving
true continuity." (CP 6.169, 1902)
The evidence presented shows that the ancient
secret of HGT enables Peirce’s evolutionary cosmology and expands Hoffmeyer’s evolutionary intentionality, while explaining the bridge between culture
and Nature. This secret root of pharaonic biopower,
knowledge of continuity beyond life, rippled through
history to the early Christian era, where Catholicism
defeated Gnosticism and misinterpreted the biosemiosis from Egypt, mystifying it through literalism,
confession, and exorcism of Satanic behavior. In the
modern era, the deployment of sexuality established
a popular desire to talk about sex, permitting biopower to invest life (Foucault 1978, 156), while
dissecting bizarre behavior in clinics, diagnostic
manuals, and so on, for the presence of a deathly
sexual pleasure needed regulation to protect biopower’s investment in life. History then, viewed
from these three vantage points, is a biosemiosis of
competing modes of reproduction, with HGT
secreted by pharaonic sovereign biopower, then later
misinterpreted by religious biopower as Satanism
and modern biopower as mental illness, perversion

The game itself deteriorated into a battle for life and death similar to the one described by Frazer in The Golden Bough. At Chichen Itza,
scenes of human sacrifice decorate the walls, in which the winning players decapitate the losers.
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and so on. Cultural behavior is a biosemiosis of
Lambda dynamics, suggesting that the virus is a deep
original structure in the gene pool of the human
species, a possible origin of code-duality, and a genetic machine encoding functions that confer traits
allowing the colonization of a new ecological
niche—the quantum world. Just as a salmon swims
to spawn in its stream of origin, Man must return to
his source for re-creation and continuity in the Universe. From the perspective of quantum physics,
Man’s purpose then is to transform from matter to
energy and so on.
Could the solution to the problem of Interpretation
and Revelation be just sharing the knowledge of
HGT and its signs, so that Man can become the Interpretant to understand his potential for cosmic continuity? This would call for a new world where biopower could focus on the advancement of impressionable humanity. As Foucault said, “The problem
is changing the ‘regime of truth’, not so much what
is in people’s heads, but the political, economic, institutional regime of the production of truth” (1980,
133).
Foucault believed the counterattack to the techniques of biopower should be desexualisation (191)

and “claims of bodies, pleasures, and knowledges”
(1978, 157), what proposes a brotherhood of humanity based on natural equality. Foucault’s proposal is
a biosemiosis of the clonic, timeless assurance of
pharaonic viral transformation: “I have made every
man similar to his brother . . . Time exists not for me
or my members . . . I free the wretched from the hand
of the powerful” (Piankoff 1974). Ancient Egyptian
knowledge informs us that the Interpretant which
would be the “very Universe” is the product of HGT
and viral transformation, as does the Christian phenomenon of sinful sex and the production of modern
sexuality.
In the random process of life, human creativity
results in biological behavior related to Lambda genetics. Our cultural analog code of behavior expresses a viral digital code of memory for HGT and
lytic reproduction. All of the foregoing anthropological evidence frames a cultural theory of human
behavior based on biosemiotics, physics, evolutionary intentionality, and the act of Lambda-genesis.
This proposal is a transdisciplinary gateway for further exploration and evidential modification.
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Appendix
Table 1: Genetic Translation of Osirian Myth
Biological Osirian Myth

HGT mediated by phage Lambda

1) Deceased merges with Sungod or Light

Recombination of human DNA and Lambda DNA for HGT and transformation
in a bacterial host cell

2) Brother rivalry (Horus v. Seth) Lambda cro protein or lysis (Horus) v. Lambda cI protein or lysogeny (Seth);
full function of genome is left (Seth) and right (Horus) arms of Lambda
genome under cro (Horus) protein control for lysis (No brother rivalry)
3) Osiris dead

Lambda prophage (Osiris) dormant on host chromosome (lysogeny)

4) Virgin birth by Mother/Milk Lactose nutrient (Isis) for asexual lytic replication of phage progeny; prophage
Goddess Isis
integrates into host chromosome next to lactose genes*
5) Cross

Lambda genome (Osiris) enters and exits host chromosome through actual
DNA-cross called a Holliday junction (Holliday 1964; Sharples 2001; Sharples
et al. 1999). See Figure 2

6) Opisthotonos of Osiris risen After excision (exit) of prophage (Osiris), rolling circle replication or actual
DNA-arc produces phage progeny (lysis)
7) Great Flood of millions (child Lysis or efflux from cell of clones
Horus or “light people”)
* Protein expression from the lac system in the E. coli host bacterium can be rapidly tuned by evolution to
function optimally in new environments (Dekel and Alon 2005).
Table 2: Biosemiotic Sampling from Gnostic Texts (Barnstone and Meyer 2003, unless noted)
Gnostic Reference

Textual Language

Biological Message Flow

Song of Solomon

Milk from the lord; holy milk; perfect
virgin*

Lactose nutrient for asexual HGT

Apocalypse of Peter (Gre- Christ comes with my cross going before DNA-cross or Holliday junction reacbaut 1910)
tion**
my face
Round Dance of Cross

Christ in center of dancing disciples
chanting: If you have seen what I do,
keep silent about my mysteries

Dance imitation: DNA-arc of rolling
circle replication

Song 23 of Solomon

Osirian opisthotonos: DNA-arc of rolling
Elect wear love; lord’s thought was
caught on a wheel, as if a body were on circle replication
the wheel, a head turned down to feet

Reality of Rulers

Souls pour out of the incorruptible light Great Flood of progeny or efflux from
lytic transformation

Three Steles of Seth

Exalted human in Pleroma belongs to Self-assembled viral DNA or origin of
race of perfect humankind; first pre-exist- code duality
ent one and maker of multiplicity possessing all without birth

Gospel of Philip

How many more the offspring of perfect Reference to cloned transformation
beings who do not die . . . the father
makes a child. The child cannot make a
son. He has not the power to make children.

*Related to language’s biological roots is the word cream from the Greek chriein, which means “anoint,”
linked to the root of Christ (“the anointed one”), associating ritual with oil, an element of cream caused by the
globules becoming more concentrated than usual (McGee 1984).
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**In lysogeny, Lambda enters the host chromosome via the Holliday junction reaction. When active for
lytic transformation, Lambda must also exit the host via the Holliday junction reaction (site-specific recombination).
Table 3a: Deathly Planck-scale Phenomenology or Signs of QSRs
Diagnosis

Psychical Stimulus

Phenomenology

Stigmatist

Self-starvation; fasting; Visions, stigmata; dissociation, altered Fessler 2002
depression; reduced sero- states, self-mutilation, anorexia, semitonergic function
starvation neurosis, hysteria, impulsive
aggression, kleptomania, suicidality,
paranoia megalomania, persecutory delusions, hallucinations

Sexual Hysteria in
nuns

Fasting, meditation, mys- Light, cross smashing, convulsions, con- Sluhovsky 2002
tical Union/Christ
tortions

Sexual Hysteria at
Loudon

Fasting

Sexual Hysteria
Charcot’s clinic

Death ideation; Hysteror- Aura, epileptoid spasm, arc de cercle, Micale 1990
ganic zones
hallucinatory past, delirious withdrawal

Light, mimicking sexual intercourse,
opisthotonos

Research

Huxley 1986; Baker
1975

Epileptic seizures of Early head injury; visions Light, upward eyes, automatisms, psychic Hodder, MD 1981
Ellen White
during sleep;
phenomena, hallucinations
Autoerotic Asphyxia Reducing brain oxygen to hypoxic euphoria, transvestitism, masin Males age 13-20 strangle/masturbate;
ochistic bondage, solo erection
Death ideation

Jenkins 2000

Psychogenic None- Post-traumatic stress;
Opisthotonos; pelvic thrusting; other de- Alsaadi 2005
pileptic Seizures
anxiety; hypochondriasis; pressive, dissociative and somatization
(psychic distress)
misinterpreting physical disorders
symptoms; panic; seizures
by suggestion
Syncope

Hyperventilation, orthostasis, and Valsalva
maneuver

Arrhythmic muscle jerks; head turns; oral Lempert et al. 1994
automatisms; righting movements; Upward eyes; visual/auditory hallucinations

Stiff-person Syndrome

Anxiety, depression, pho- Rigidity, myoclonic spasms, opisthotonos GenomeNet*
bias; autoimmune disorders due to poor diet

Stiff-person and
Hysterical Anxiety
Neurosis

Anxiety, fear, recklessness

Aura-like feeling, opisthotonos, spasms; Meinck et al. 1994
stiff arms/legs, inversion of extended feet

* For 20 studies, see GenomeNet. http://ssdb.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?omim+184850
Table 3b: Masturbating Children: Deathly Planck-scale Phenomenology or Signs of QSRs
Diagnosis

Psychical Stimulus

Phenomenology

Research

Infantile Proto-orgasms

Detached self-rocking

Trance-like states, convulsive crying,
terrifying shaking/twitching muscles

Janssen 2002*

Psychogenic None- Parasomnias; breathhold- Upward gaze, trance, convulsions, con- Vincentiis 2006
pileptic Seizures
ing panic attack; depres- fused stare with aggression, dissociation
sion
Gratification DisBored in car seat; sleeporder (Infant Mas- ing; in high chair; on
turbation with no
floor; when upset
manual stimulation)
Nonepileptic

Dystonia, grunting, rocking, watching Nechay et al. 2004
TV or “telly in the sky”, sweating, shaking, staring, imaginary individuals,
spasms

Breathholding; parasomni- Deviation of eyes, opisthotonos, limb

Pedley 1983

JUDY KAY KING

Seizures

as

postures

Paroxysmal DisAnoxia/hypoxia; apnea of Occurs in infancy
orders (nonepileptic) crying and cardiac syncopies

Palencia 1999

*Janssen notes that neurologists have been confused between the epileptic (pseudo-orgasmic) and the orgasmic.
In neurology, a number of these phenomena are called nonepileptic seizures (NES), non-epileptic paroxysmal
events (NEPE), nonepileptic events, psychogenic seizures, pseudoseizures, psychogenic pseudoseizures, hysterical seizures, pseudoepileptic seizures, neurogenic seizures, paroxysmal nonepileptiform disorders, and
even a psychogenic status epilepticus ("pseudostatus epilepticus").
Table 4: Human behavior in Nature concealing a prior cosmic justification for Man
Diagnosis

Biological Message Flow

Sexual masochism or bondage

Lambda bondage or lysogenic prophage nailed to its 4 attachment sites

Coprophilia (obsessive interest Fecal activity of E. coli bacterium, the host cell for phage Lambda
in excrement)
Self-mutilation

Cutting/cleavage reactions for prophage excision

Vampirism

Horizontal transmission is promoted by parasite-host interactions and blood
feeding (Bordenstein and Reznikoff 2005)

Satyriasis (counterpart to female Sexual act is “left to itself in a timeless and boundless movement” (Foucault
nymphomania)
1986, 133-14); viral transformation of rolling circle replication
Gonorrhea or seminis effusion
(discharge/no erection)

Caused by the gram-negative Neisseria bacterium that expresses competence
for natural transformation (Wolfgang et al. 1999). Many genes in defective
prophages are functional (Casjens 2003)

Cancer

In 1989, Levine et al. discovered the tumor-repressor protein p53 represses
transformation. Main DNA tumor viruses transform cells by inactivating p53
(Pulverer 2006) that can be expressed in E. coli under control of the PL promoter of phage Lambda (Meek et al. 1990)*

*The PL promoter of phage Lambda under cI protein deominance prevents transformation or the lytic cycle.
Thus, a functional p53 prevents lytic transformation or immortalization of cancer cells, a disease, but also another biosemiosis of continuity in the Universe.
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